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Friday 5th February 2021

Learning together, Achieving forever

Dear Parents
I was very pleased to launch
Children’s Mental Health Week
with my assemblies - I hope our
pupils were entertained by my
tap dancing!
It has been wonderful that the
children embraced the ‘Express

Yourself’ theme and I have really
enjoyed popping into Google
Classrooms today. It was a
pleasure to see the variety of
ways the children used to
express themselves - including
miming, photography, dancing,
painting and playing a musical
instrument.
I would like to thank our whole
school community for
acknowledging and participating
in this very important week.
A special thanks to teachers for
making space and giving their
classes the time to express
themselves.
Unfortunately, I didn’t get to see
all of the teachers expressing
themselves, however a special
mention to Miss Wilson for
bringing joy to Neutron class

SAFER INTERNET DAY
As we are all spending so much more time online, it is even more
important – now more than ever – that we think about the reliability of
what we are seeing and reading online.
Tuesday 9th February is Safer Internet
Day, which is an International campaign.
Mr Edwards, our ICT Lead, will launch the
day with a short introductory assembly:

9:00 - 9:05am

EYFS & KS1

9:10 - 9:15am

Year 3 & 4

9:20 - 9:25am

Year 5 & 6

There will also be a video and competition task on Google Classroom
relating to the theme of ‘An internet we trust’ and a fun game where
members of the Coppermill school community will record themselves
telling two truths and one lie! The children will be able to interact with
their answers and record their own version using Flipgrid (instructions and
links will be available on Google Classroom).
We are pleased to announce that Coppermill
Primary School staff are taking part in the
Government’s asymptomatic testing programme,
whereby the majority of our staff are regularly
testing themselves at home using Covid-19 Lateral Flow Tests,
which will help to prevent the spread amongst our school community.
In order to support our efforts you and your child attending school can also take
a lateral flow test if you are showing no symptoms at one of the centres below:

with her beautiful singing!
Some words of wisdom to end
the week:

“Mental Health is not a

destination but a process.
It’s about how you drive,
not where you’re going”
Noam Schpancer, Professor & Author.

So, for now, learn from home,
keep active and stay safe.
Kind Regards
Mrs Figen Bektaşoğlu
Headteacher

For more up to date information please visit:
www.walthamforest.gov.uk/content/testing-centres

Sam did some excellent origami as

Wren’s brilliant project on food chains

part of children’s mental health week

A selection of fabulous Year 6 self portraits for their project based on Picasso
& ‘expressing themselves’
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Playing a game based on expressing emotions, for
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children’s mental health week
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